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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Appetite for renovation enables growth for home improvement
Do-it-for-me becomes more prevalent among young urban consumers
HOMA continues to be popular since the opening of the mobile showroom
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The pandemic-induced spending spree slows down in 2022
Urban households boost sales of plants, but challenge the overall landscape
Local player retains its lead while Ikano Corp remains in fourth place
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Home delivery challenges, slow the growth of e-commerce
Pots and planters and indoor plants drive retail volume sales
Sustainability shapes innovation, aligning with consumers growing demands
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Homeware records lower levels of growth due to rising inflation
Health impacts, functionality and aesthetics drive purchasing choices
Tupperware retains its lead, although Zebra Kitchenware narrows the gap
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Growth is driven by home-cooked meals, special occasions and home working
Strong growth for e-commerce as consumers appreciate convenience
Potential for upmarket trend despite challenging economic conditions
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2022 DEVELOPMENTS
Home furnishing grows, however, economic factors challenge sales
Rising urbanisation, home offices and home rentals boost growth
Ikano Corp extends its lead thanks to a wide range and affordable prices

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
E-commerce set to grow, but offline channels remain key
Working from home boosts the demand of home furnishings
Rising elderly population poised to support bed furniture sales
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Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

- **Strategy Briefings**: Global or regional in scope, focusing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
- **Company Profiles**: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
- **Country Reports**: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/home-and-garden-in-malaysia/report.